
 

 

 

 

 

 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

All interested people — be they individuals, organizations, companies and communities — are invited to 
submit the title and an abstract of their proposed paper, on one or more of the following topics : 

Economics , Technology , Science , Politics 

- Space tourism , industrial development line of the 21st century 
- Aviation toward spaceflight , a linear path 
- Hypersonic flight and sub-orbital flight 
- Earth-Orbit low cost technologies 
- Industrialization of the geo-lunar space, lunar and asteroids resources utilization 
- The role of Italy on the basis of national excellence in aerospace 
- Financial/investment tools for development of astronautics 
- Fiscal policies in support of the astronautic industrial revolution  

Expanding Awareness, Education , Outreach 

- Communicate the concepts of astronautic humanism to natural target: young people 
- Consolidate , harmonize and put to profit in educational function the enormous philosophical , 

literary, scientific , humanistic and astronautics heritage. 

Philosophy , Ethics , Culture, Social 

- The future of civilization, which exceeded  7 billion citizens: is a break- event nearing? 
- The expansion of civilization beyond the limits of our mother planet, a path to be? 
- The risks of global civilization, analysis and mitigation 
- Vision of the world , beyond the geo -centric, pre-kopernican view 

Art and Culture of the Renaissance Space 

- Music : giving the right value to the music inspired by space 
- Philosophy and Literature : the forerunners of astronautic humanism  
- Visual arts and astronautics: painting, photography, cinema , theater, etc. 

 

National Congress of Space Renaissance Italia 

May 8th 9th 2014 - Politecnico of Milano Bovisa 

SPACE WITHOUT FRONTIERS: 
A GREATER WORLD IS POSSIBLE! 

Since the available slots are limited, please submit proposals no later than March 14, 2014, to 
promote better organization of the program and the time of the conference, at the following address: 
papers@spacerenaissance.it  
The Scientific Committee of Space Renaissance Italia will evaluate the proposals, and will 
communicate the outcome to each psoposer within April 1, 2014.  
The summary shall include:  
a) a msword file containing the title and the summary of the intervention, max 4000 characters 

including spaces, 
b) the authors registration form, filled in all its parts 

 


